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target user

required knowledge

start date

what is „eLearning“

certificate

booking

your contact glad to answer your questions:
Elke Suhl
+49 (0) 9334 976 9010
e.suhl@tech2know.de

entry level beginners
development / sales / purchasing /
administration / production / quality

none

immediately
at www.tech2know.de

maximum flexible and attractive:
✓ you work on your course self-determined, at your individual speed
✓ you work with the content at any time, from any place and always actively
✓ you have questions - the experienced Tech2Know support has the answers

content chap. 1: Introduction: Plastics & Plastics technology
chap. 2: Injection molding introduction: Machine & Process
chap. 3: Introduction: Mold technology
chap. 4: How the plastics melt flows: Injection phase
chap. 5: How the molded part is formed: Solidification phase
chap. 6: How is the molding process set up?
chap. 7: Typical injection molding defects
chap. 8: Design principles for molded plastics parts
chap. 9: Summary & Technical terms
chap. 10: Final test

after successful completion of the training and the final test 
you will receive your certificate

use the QR-Code for booking 

fee € 590,- excluding VAT

work effort completely individual – you have 90 days to complete the training and work at your own pace
plan on about 40 - 60 min. per chapter
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method This eLearning is designed as a self-study course and is attractively presented in terms of media. A 
permanent alternation of text, image and video information ensures excitement and makes working 
with the learning content interesting.
Great effort is put into a clear explanation of the content as well as to didactically meaningful 
repetitions. Through intense interactions and regular quiz questions, learners work much more 
actively with the content than in conventional seminars or trainings.
Additionally, they receive continuous feedback on their learning progress. This strengthens their 
motivation to keep at it and thus promotes a lasting learning success.
For groups, the combination of self-learning courses with workshops in a hybrid learning process 
is recommended. Feel free to contact us!

Quick Start Injection Molding

value for companies

benefits for participants

- save time, costs and personnel absence
- acceleration of onboarding processes
- increasing efficiency through sustainable effectiveness of the learning method
- flexibly compatible with home office, shift work or short-time work
- remarkable impact on your daily business
- save twice: book contingents of courses

- start your training immediately, without waiting
- learn flexibly and actively, when & where you want
- use any internet-enabled device
- work at your own pace
- repeat content as often as you like
- pause your course at will and continue seamlessly
- ask your questions in the chat

Do you already know the Tech2Know Google reviews and our customer references on www.tech2know.de? 
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